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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
ADAPTATION OF THE TNe l► FORMALI SM FOR THE ANALYSI S
OF-THE EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE IN THE PRESENCE
OF THE WEAK AND ELECTROWEAK I NTERAC T I ON
1. INTRODUCTION
With the growth of interest in general relativity in the past10 years,
and a concomitant development of the technology to measure small physical
effects, experimental gravitation has come into its own [1,21. The oxpori-
ments may be collected under four groupings: (1) astronomical, (2) labora-
tory, (3) gravitational wave detectors, and (4) space borne, In the astron-
omical group are the old and famuus observations of the precession of
Mercury's perihelion [31 and the bending of starlight by the Sun [4), as
well as the modern radar /time•°delay experiments (5) and solar light-be ►iding
observations using radio waves ( 61 . One classical laboratory oxample is
the Pound-Rebka experiment [71 involving the redshift of gamma rays in
the Earth's gravity. The other is the; Eutvos-Braginsky-Dicke experiments
[8] which study whether objects of different internal compositions and/or
structures fall at the same rates in the gravitational field. Since 1956,
gravitational wave detectors have been pioneered by Weber (9) and devel-
oped to a large degree in recent years (101. There is controversy concern-
ing the results, but work is continuing on newer, more sensitive detectors(111 , some of it very ingenious [12-14].  Space-borne experiments offer
new opportunities and challenges. The classic example of these has been
the liarvard- MSF C rocket-borne hydrogen  maser clock experiment (1.51 ,
measuring the gravitational rodshift to high accuracy. Another type of
example involves tf2acking of spacecraft to measure signal time delays [ 161
and other effects, such as rotational frame dragging. (171 and gralritational
radiation detection [ 181 . An attemr) . to measure the gravitational induction
field in the precession of the spin of a Wyroscope in the presence of the
U arth's angular momentum, the Stanford-MSFC gyroscope experiment, will
be the first of the new Shuttle-burne space experiments (19).
This burgeoning of experimental work has spurred theorists to
develop appropriate tools for the analysis of experiments and the determina-
tion of their implications for whichever currently viable gravitational theories
have been proposed [ 20). Such a formalism was developed for the study
of gravit&tional theories which can be put in a metric form (gravitational
potentials are in metric tensor components) by Will and Ni [ 21] and by
Nordvedt [ 221. A method of studying all gravity theories was then devel-
oped by Thorne et al. [ 231 . They classified gravitational theories by the
mathematical structures peculiar to each and by the way different statements
of the equivalence principle are incorporated into the theory. The subse-
quent n^cessity to find a formalism to includle nonmetric theories in these
studies was first met by Lightman and Twee 24] in studies of electrostatic
energy contributions to the structures of nuclei falling freely in gravitational
fields (in EUty? s experiments).
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Will [25] subsequently adapted tho Tlicji formalism to analysis
of the hydrogen maser redshift experiment, studying magnetic dipole
transitions in an electrostatic;background. The formalism has been
extended by Haugan and Will [26] to analyze mogtitostatic energ-i contri-
butions to nuclear structure in Eotvos experiments, Thus far, the for-
malism has been used to study the equivalence principle in the presence
of the following interactions and to the following order in the gravitational
potential U r m/r; electrostatic at :first order* [241 electrostatic, magnotic-
dipole electromagnetic transitions, and electromagnetic propagation -cat
first order [ 251 and magnetostatic at second order [ 251
It is of interest to extend this formalism to other electromagnetic
tests, such as to its verification For the quadrupole transitions in nuclei
(Pound-Rcbka experiment [ 27]) and to a magnetostatic test nt first oriaor
in U using nuclear magnetic resonance and including inn gn eto static,
spin-spin, and electron paramagnetic and diamagnetic effects (28). Those
and other possible electromagnetic experiments are, however, only concern-
ed with one fundamental force, It would be of interest to carry out such
experim pn.ts for the other fundamental forces, the strong and weak inter-
actions.
This interest arises from the classification of equivalence principles
as discussed by Trio;,one et al. [23].  The three classes are; the weak
equivalence principle (WI t?) , the Einstein equivalence principle (EEP) , and
the strong equivalence principle (SEP) . The WEP states that a particle
world line is independent of its structure and composition. The EEP states
that WEP is true and, further, that the outcome of any local nongravita-
tional experiment or process is independen` of its spacetime locution and
its apparatus' velocity in free fall. finally, the SEP states also that
WEP is valid and, further, that the outcome of any local test experiment
(including gravitational) is independent of spucetime location or velocity
in free frill. Now, since Einstein's equations state RUv - 1/2 g 1v R-
K Tuv for any T „v regardless of its underlying field, the universality
Of K requires that experimental results produced by different interactions
be independent ,f the type of interaction, This was Drst pointed out
by Erecher (29).  Thus, if clock-rate experiments for two clocks, "unwind-
ing” or "ticking away" by different Interactions taking place within them,
produce two different variations within the same varying gravitational
fields, then the universality of K is violated. The coupling of the stress-
energy tensor Ta , to the .Einstein tensor Ruv - 1/2 g 11 R would vary
with the Nature of tae interaction producing T u v , and, thus, the outcome
of gravitational experiments would vary, Hence, SEP would be violated.
The experimental analyses , previously cited [24-29], while dealing With
different electromagnetic interactions, still derive from one Lagrangian
density, that of electromagnetism (albeit different "pieces" of that
Lagrangian in each case) . Their stress-energy tensor is of the same form
for all of them. To test SEP it would be better to test interactions with
different Lagrangian densities, i,e. , to test forces other than electromag-
netism. A natural candidate is the weak interacton.
_.lei
Among relativity experiments, two typos stand out;(1) l:ntva`s(free-fall) experiments and (2) clock experiments. Clock oxperimunts
may be furtbsr divided into three types [30] 	 (1) ruler clocics, based
on a cavity^s length of resonant frequency variation in a varying gravim
totlonal potential (such as the hydrogen maser clock); (2) oscillator clocks,
based oil vibration rate's variation (such its the Pound-Rebka experi°
mont); and (3) docay clocks, based oil variations in the decay rate of
unstable (or excited) systems. The weak interaction offers us a clock
of the third type in =decay or its :rolu"oc: processes such as H -capture
(31) . v urther a formalism exists for I seating the weak interaction as
an extension of electromagnetism: The Weinberg-Salam unified clectroweak
theory (321.
A prelirairrar°y approach to ?utvos -type experiments involving nuclear
weak interaction onergies has beers presented by Ilaugan and Will [331 and
extended by 11su [ 341 to include nuclortr weak self«energics. Those
results are tentative (or incomplete).
The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Section 11
reviews the Tflc; i formalism for electromagnetism in gravitational fields
and the results for E tvos and redshift experiments. 'rho Weinberg-
Salam model is outlined in Section III, and the motivatiin[T argument is
then given for the extension of the T H op formalism to the clectroweak
interactions, (Basically, it is that the potentials e and 1., have 
qq
an effect
on W
V1 
and. %^ boson. propagation in i1 ltiriiie' similar to ti,f'i2 ef
f
ect on
All photon propagation.) The extension is carried out in Section IV,
which concludes with a brief discussion of a possible extension of the
formalism to the strong interactions via the SUM grand-unified gluon
models. In Section V the effects of T and H on baryon and lepton wavy
funetiarls (also possible c and a effects) and propagations are determined,
Section VI shows the effects of gravity ore: transition rates for ^-dec:ay
and X-capture, and parity-nonconserving transitions mediated in high-A
atoms by Z ;2 -boson exchange. Section VII contains a description of three
possible experiments to which these results may be applied to test the
equivalence principle in the presence of the weak interactions. Their
fea.Mbility and practicality are discussed. The conclusion, Section VIII,
outlines future work; (1) theoretical investigations of1 3'otvos - type
experiments for nuclear weak interaction binding energies, up to weak
ma netostatic (equivalent to the post -post -Coulombian analysis of magneto-
statics by Ilaugan and Will [261);  (2) (^" , y, 0+) nuclear isotopic triplet
decays to study gravitational effects on dynamical weak magnetism; and
(3) future strong; Interaction tests.
II. The THap FORMALISM
The ` flep formulism was motivated by a desire: to transform non-
metric gravitational theories into a. metric form for comparison with equiv-
alence principle experiments (24] . An analysis of a theory of gravitational
3
theories E 231 , metric and nonmetrio, made this dosirablo. The need for
such a formalism Is further aGgTavated by the fact that, even In the
simplest froe-fall and clock experiments, the principle of aquivalenee is
violated by nonmetric theories, as pointed out by Nordvedt [35).
Following 1,1ghtman and 'Loo [24], we start with the simplest rela-
tivistic Lagrtagian for particle motion:
f [ mo (14v 2 ) 1 , 
1 2  
+ 0 v 1j A 
P I dt
	 (1)
where me , V VI , and a tire the particle rest mass, velocity and charge, and
A V1 is the electromagnetic field, If we 
take the speed of light, c = 1,
it Is claar that the c,,,presslon (1 - v 2 ) 1 /2 in equation (1) Is just ds, the
line interval in special relativity, U we multiply by dt and got ds =
c 2 dt 2 _ v 2 dt 2 = Tip 
NJ 
dx V' dx V . The principle of minimal coupling than
substitutes the general metric g VV for the Lorentz metric Tj JA V - For an
Isotropic metric, equation (1) is thon
0 
(T - H v 2	 ev P A ir  d t	 (2)
where goo -- T and g,, = 10 ij . If the gravitational field is then Inter-
preted as providing it refractive medium with permittivity c and permea-
bility p different from their vacuum values, gravitational effects on the
electric and magnetic fields are then directly contained "n Maxwell's
equations:
4-
') = OPV	 eE	 (3)
X	 Vi	 4'IT J' +	 ( 4)
where	 V A0
 
a g /Dt and t	 This 'formalism was previously
developed to examine the passage of electromagnetic radiation through
gravitational fields by Plebanski (36) and Volkov et al. (37] and has been
used extensively by Mashhoon [38] to consider a number of variations of
that problem. The THcjj formalism is a specialization of those papers.
W
4
Ono then varies the Lagrangion to obtain equations of motion,
expanding in powers of T and 11 and their derivatives w!Ltb rokpect to,
the Newtonian gravIt tional potential U, the gravitational acceleration ,,
the particle volocity, T, and combinations of there to whatever order is
desired. The particle eccolerattQn Is then a function of those quantities
and of the Lorentz acceleration Axe with
L ^*A0
	
(V - A) - dX/dt].	 (5)M 
Electrostatic equivalence principle tests take the expansion to O(v 7 ) ►
as in Lightman and Lee 241, while magnetostatic tests involving free fall
of nuclei must take the expansion to O(gv 4 ), as In Haugan and Will ['4161.
Alternatively, one can construct a Hamiltonian from equation (2) and use
this to derive and solve Dirac's equation. Will has done this [25] and
applied it to atomic hydrogen to analyze the hydrogen maser clock exper-
iment, thus extending the use of the THep formalism to quantum mechanics.
When the formal computations are done, the quantities T, 11, e,
and P are expanded as o power series in the Nowv)nian potential U:
nT = I - 2oM + 2BU A +
H = I + 2YU + 3V SU 
2 1 . ....	 (6b)
e I + e 1 U + C 2 U 2 +»...	 (6c)
P	 1 + i' I U + P2U 
2 
+	 (6d)
Lightman and Lee [241 have shown (compare Plebanski [36] , VolRov
et al, [371, and Mashhoon [38]) that the condition for the theory to be
metric and the equivalence principle to hold is e = p = (11/T) 1/2 exactly,
To keep this evident the power expansions of equation (6) are rewritten,
inserting an appropriate expansion of (H/T) 1/2 from equations (6a) and
(6b) into equations (6c) and (6d), as done by Haugan and Will [26].
(T and H are in the forin of the familiar PPN expansion.) They obtain
S = I + (a I - 1' 0 ) U + (a2 - r 1) U 2 + 4 ..	 (7a)
I + (a	 A ) U + (a 	 U 21	 0	 2 " A I	 (7b)
5
where al I + Y and a	 02
A i coefficients vanish for metric
­;iRomw WRF"-- I 1 11
2 3
Y + ff ^). All tho	 and
theories but not for nonmetric ones,
+ 2Y - 20 -
Equivalence prinniple experiments thus test for the existence of these
nonmetrIc r, (eh^,Aric) and A, (magnetic) coefficients.
The quantum-mechanIcal considerations of Will [251 for the redshift
experiments required no expansion of T, 11, e, or g to test the metric
meshing law. The results are exact. However, to illustrate at what
order a theory might be perceived to have vloiated the equtvalcr>,,o
ciple, the expansions were carried out. At first order, the 	 Ind
fine contributions to the frequencies measure r o , while a
parameter T appears In the hyperfine magnotio-dipole transition, as ex-
pected. At, second order in U things get mixed together (c and to 	 That
Is expected since the experiment [251 deals with electromagnetic radiation
and not do electric or magnetic fields alone.
Haugan (391 has completed a more comprehensive study of the
relation of tLe equivalence principle to the conservation of energy, eluci-
dating the role of the Tliep formalism more fully, There the emphasis
is on the role of the formalism in analyzing the effects of electromagnetic
structure on free fall and the equivalence principle. We will go on from
that to adapt the formalism to analysis of weak interaction structure.
The unified gauge field models of the weak and electromagnetic (electro-
weak) interactions provide a conveni ent formalism to extend the THep0	 %A 
formalism front 	 to the weak interactions (i.e. , front
part of the electroweak interaction to all aspects of the interactions).
This section concludes with the example of quantum electrodynamics
to illustrate the procedure to be followed. The text of 13jorken and Drell
[40] is the main source for our computations. Write down the amplitude
for the process In question, inserting the THep factors from the classical
equations. Where confusion arises, follow the procedure outlined in the
lectures of Brodsky [41], recover the Dirac equation and keeping step-
by-stop track of the THcU factors. It is then a simple process to extract
them from the Dirac (or Maxwell) equations and return forward through
the calculations back to the original Q.E.D. scattering amplitude. In
this way the effects of the TH ep potentials on the rates of such processes
as electron-proton Compton scattering (as in Reference 40) or atomic absorp-
tion and emission (as in Reference 41) can be determi .... d.
III. THE WEINBERG -SALAM MODEL AND A MOTIVATIONAL ARGUMENT
The Weinberg-Salam Model gives a complete description of the weak
interactions, unified with the electromagnetic interactions. It is briefly
outlined here, mainly for the sake of those relativists and the readers
unfamiliar with the model. However, the outline given here is no substi-
tute for detailed reading of the literature on the subject. The reader is
6
urged to consult the previously cited references [ 321 as weal as the excel-
lent reviews of Abers and Lee (421 and the recent Nobel lectures of
Weinberg, Salam, and Glashow [43).
The gauge symmetry chosen Is SU(2) x U(1), giving three gauge
mesons 
a^l 
associated with SU(2) and one b 
11 
with U(1). The Lagranglan
is then written in three parts:
gauge 
+ 
4leptons + 4 scalars
	
(8)
containing gauge boson, lepton, and scalar combinations. 
The 
gauge
field contribution contains the usual squared field strengths of vector
field theories:
1 
Ai
	
A
ilj 
v - 1 13	 1311 V
gauge	 W 11 V	 W p V
where
I	
=	 i - av a
i 
+	
'	
a
	
au 
l	 (10a)-.A
ll V	
a . a^	
14	 9 J3 k 'd V
B 
P V = D P 
b 
V - D
v by
	
(10b)
The lepton spinor fields contain a right-handed singlet R and a left-handed
doublet L; so then the Lag • angian contribution is
	
I'leptons	 fily"(1, P + ig'b V 
)R + Liy	
11 + 2 g' b
p - y gail, )L (11)
i
where g and g , are coupling constants, and T and y11 are the Pauli and
Dirac matrices. For the scalar SU(2) doublet 4, we have
4+ 
2"'
	
scalers	
+^+ +	 ^ aill 0+) (D" 0	 b"2 	 2
Ti a.	 V(O+ 0)	
(12)
2	 1
r--,
I
7
I - 'A-
where the form for the potential V is
VAm2 +^+X(^+^)2	 (13)
with m and X representing self-couplings.
One then sets m 2 < 0 so that one component of the scalar doublet
`	 develops a nonzero vacuum expectation value, written as
<	 0 ) 1 a.2-
This breaks the S U (2) and U(*) symmetries. The value is chosen real
V = [ -m 2 /> ]1 2 and the scalar fields are redefted in terms of the broken
generators of the symmetry groups. An interaction term between the sca-
lars and leptons is added to the Lagrangian
^int 	 G[A. 
+ b+1 i*p Rl.	 (15)
One then carries out the fuii bat of U-gauge transformations to reveal
the particle content of the model. Up to that point, the particles were
all massless; the symmetry breaking, set of U°gauge transformations,
applied, and interaction with the scalar field's vacuum expectation value
endows the leptons and gauge bosons with a mass spectrum. The mass
spectrum shows in the classical field equations for each particle; this is
the Higgs mechanism. The transformation is of the form
U = exp(- i ^i - ^/2v) .
	
(16)
The reader can check the references for the details.
In the resulting Lagrangian, the ^ field, contained in the Vii,
vanishes with its vacuum expectation value contributing to the particle
masses. One finds an electron mass
me = Gv//2	 (17a)
with the neutrino mass still zero since only the electron has both left-
8
(1.A)
I
:^
yi
zand right ttclllcl	 '1'i ery appoars it charged %V^^ boson
field u f
( clIt 't 11.1 11 ) / i	 (17b)
with mass
Two neutral fi( s cis appear., the % 
It :
(' R? 1,	 _fl'cl
li u A , ^	
^^	 (17ci)
is
of Maass
111,E 	 y v( ;' 2 + l "D1.1"	 ^17e)
and the A
Alj ^^-^ i;^?i :
	 r ii.^c
	 (1.71')
of mass wro (tile photon) . To inell Cie haclrons , new tarns Oro tidded to
the 1' ogronglan. ''hell, cllclsses ti n e 111so ka nor ated by t t^,,
After quantization anti reno rcnalindo'll are Complete, olle is proparecl
to Carry o ut Cc>mputation of the amplitude for processes, of w1lic;h the
most important one to be considered lwro is the bota decay Shown in.
Figure 1. Thera are numerous oorroction d1ngrams Ito Vigure 1, b ut tho
only essonttal one as sbown hare, 0mvitatianal e ffects on bighe>r Order
diagnims tclay lac inserted by applying the discussion here 'to the
9
V0P*
W—
n
Figure 1. Usual Fcynman graph depicting the process of neutron
(n) decay into proton (p +) , electron (e - ) , and antineutrino
(v) via emission of a W— boson.
appropriate references. as in Reference 44, The amplitude in Figure 2
involves just the neutron and proton spinors, the W boson propagator,
and the electron and antineutrino spinors, One wishes for a good quan-
tum theory of gravity to model gravitational effects in a diagram such as
Vigu-e 1. Then we would have one external graviton l xie, probably at
the vertices and at the W - propagator, plus possibly several internal
graviton lines (i.e. , theme would be several diagrams to consider). This
procedure is still uncertain at best. We rather model gravitational effects
in a phenomenological way here.
P+	 e^
P e_
Figure 2, Graph for electron (e') - proton (p+)
scattering by photon (y) exchange.
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Consider the diagram in Figure 3, It is the proton electron so it l
terint;' diagra m which 11180 represen ts t ho e1;elialil"O of a photon ) by
electron and proton in the bound state of the hydrogan atolli (411 We
may view the process as taking place in a medium in wl ieh the photon's
propagation Is affected by refraction. This c,orresj)onds to absorption
and ra^omisslon by a dipole, as shown In Vigure 3. Now Figure 3 is
easily Inserted Into llji uro 2 to live Figure tl, thus silowi t the affectifi
of the presence of the refracting; medium on the propagation of the pl;oton
between p`' and e and , hence, the effect o f the presence of the modium
on the process of scattering, or on the change of state- of an atom. figure
4, of course, g;'ives the effects of v:lelltlnl poltlriration cln the process in
question, No y+- consider the following;; The usual electric permittivity
t and mag,'netlo permebility it represent the effect of t he vt.imm ill on the
field strengths l? ,t ^4 propaptinj ^ In that vticuum , They cerise because
vacuum polarization provides an Index of refractlon i Q to tllc, propop+ation
of virtual or meal photons through tllcl vacul: lm sea of virtual dipoles. (If
vacuum polarization did not exist, the speech of light would bQ- infinite
mid electronlag;notism could be described by ao t lon- tit- a°' distance theoriesl
This is nothing new. It is well known glow t and gi have been calovItlted
from the oscillating dipole. Interactiliv with the propat;llting* vector potential
In a refraotive medium.
7-
q+I	 i q-
7
Figure 3.. woutim l,)oluization (or dipole absorption and 1,e011lission)
graph .tor photon (y) vita two opposite ellarg y-s cV' and
q- which may be loptons or clutlrl.s,
11
e—
e—
Ii
Pt
Figure 9„ Vacuum polau^itation contribution to
electron-proton scattering.
The '].'llsla formalism providvs a waxy of phenomenologically including
gravity in electromagnetic interactions as a refractive effect on real and
virtual photon propagation, as schematically shown in figure 5. Thus
may also be inserted into the scattering diagram, as in figure G, where
the contributions of T and H are indicated also. We now show why it
may be extended to the weals interactions
7
7
Figure 5. Gravitation "refractive -index" effects on photon
propagation as a "black box" in which c and U interact
with ,photon (or act on it) , effectively replacing.
12	
the dipole in figure 3.
n+
e—
e
Figure G, Alteration of the graph in figure 9. indicating "black
boxes" where i. and 1, should interact with the photon and
circles where T ll L..P act on the lepton and hadron spinors .
In the Weinberg Salam model, the photon A u is a linear combination
of two gauge bosons, au and 
bl^ , 
as is the 71^ boson. It makes little
sense to assume that if the photon propagates through a gmavitational
field only the b u is affected and not the a 3 . Loth a3 and b}^ must
be affected the same way by the gravitational artificial index of refrac-
tion, Since a 3 is a pant of an isotopic triplet, its confederate bosons
a }t1 and a 112 , by the same argument, should be affected the same way by
gravity as the b u . Therefore, the a and lz potentials should affect A11 ,
tl^ , and W^^ propagation in the nine way. One can imagine a vacuum-
polarization graph in Figure: 7 being replaced as in Figure 8. The process
of most interest will be R-capture by the Ve 55
 nucleus, Its graph, with
gravitational :factors entered schematically, is given in Figure 9. (Tile
amplitude is the same as for Figure 8.)
The render should be careful to keep in mind. that this report is
talking about coupling those interactions to gravity, Someone may at
this point think that it has been discussing a naive and stupid argument
coupling the iii to electric currents, which is obviously not its intention.
The motivational argument is now almost complete..
This discussion may not have seemed necessary to those physicists
who truly believe that; (1) the electromagnetic and weak interactions
are now truly unified and/or (2) that the universality of gravitational
coupling and the principle of equivalence imply that gravitation couples
13
aW__	
—w:F
7,v
r
i
1
Iw:t
^^	 I
7 v
(a)	 I
I
I wtI
f
(b)
Figure 7. One of many possible vacuum polarization graphs
on (a) virtual and (b) real, 'W* boson propagation,
n,n
Figure 8, Beta-decay graph of Fig. 1. with effect of E: - la
black box inserted for W- boson propagation.
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v8_
Figure 9. Electron K-capture graph with k:, - p " black-box"
interaction and circles indicating THep effect
on nucleons and leptons
to all vector theories in the same way. But no experiment has tested
this. This report proceeds to suggest some experiments to test this,
assuming ►hat (1) and (2) above are true. What should be done if theo-
retical prediction were contradicted by experimental outcome? Clearly,
an experimental test is desirable, The motivational argument, while long,
is a clear derivation; derivation is preferable to assumption.
IV. EXTENSION OF THE T H E:u FORMALISM
TO THE WEAK INTERACTIONS
The actual form of the electromagnetic Lagrangian when E: and p
are properly inserted is
F o i + p ~ -1F Fij
(1s)
while for the electron and the photon-electron interaction it is
e i Y p (A p + iq A  + m) e	 (19)
where q and m are the charge, and mass and D p
 is the spinor covariant
derivative
15
4el -	 I'ol
D11 = a  + ` i 	(20)
For a metr ic of the form
ds 2 = Tdt 2 - 116 a dxa dxb ,	 (21)
equation (19) can eventually be brought into the form [25]
He = (T 1/2 [m^ + fI 1/2 txi ( 0 i - gA i)l • qAo ? e	 (22)
Where R = T_ 1/2 Yo and c i = _1_-1 /2 R 1 Y i , after some coordinate trans-
formations and resealing of the spinor fields e.
If we now define
Z u V 
= a P Z^, - ^' V Z11	 (23a)
Fu%) = a ll A V ° Dv A1j
	
(23b)
and
Wt= a W^ - 
a v Wt	 (23c)11 V	 11
we may write the gauge boson Lagrangian as
gauge = " q [Zap, Zlav + I.,	 I,," + 2W^ v W -PV	 (24)PV
This will give the equation of motion for the free propagation. We insert
e/2 and 1/21 into the electric field strength and magnetic field strength
parts of the Lagrangirm as in the purely photon Lagrangian in equation(18) . For the mass terms, we look back at the a u V and bl1 v Lagranglan
with the scalars which provide the mass terms. The effect on the m2
and mW ter ►ns is negligible, if any (in only the phase of the Z u and W-).
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The lepton Lagrangion takes the form
	
SI!	 2 1/2
	
w, ^	
_t	
z	 z	 (25)
2	 11 )]
where ^- Is 
a 
lepton spinor field« if we wish to include the photon as a
UM gauge boson field, the derivative 1) 
Ii 
is transformed to
D 11 '^ D It - IcA	 ^ A 11 ,
It
thus, including the effects of clef,, tro iii 
a 
grictism on the W± and Z
11 
processes,
11 
We then obtain ta Dirac equation for the spinors -,
N	
1, / 2 	 , A ^^ If 
1
1 2
	 11 W	 (g 
2 
+ g 1
2
 .I,. _ ).IT	 (%i A	
--- —
112
Z.
I	 i V2 (2-	
4
- qAo - -(^ w + S14^^R ) z	 (27)
VT 0	
2	
0 1
T lie fields Alt W t , and Z in equation (27) are determined from the
classical solutions of their field equations. The effects of the THEP
potentials on the nucleus and leptons can then be read out of equation
(27). Thus the extension is accomplished,
It should be possible to use the same argument to extend the foi l
-malism to the strong interactions, at least in the quark-vector gluon
model in grand unified SU(5) or similar theories. Consider that in the
very early Ili gli- momonitu iii stage of the universe an coupling constants
became equal and gauge symmetries are restored, Then all interactions
have the same strength and are indi stin guisli able. During that stage
and jj should appear in their Lagrangian the same way for each of the
fields. As the universe expands, symmetries are broken and coupling
constant values diverge from each other, establishing a separation of
the various forces. However, since the gravitational potentials are already
included in the unified Lagranglan, they remain in the separated Lagran-
gians, From this point of view, one could say that the principle of equi-
valence might be a consequence of the equivalence of all interactions in
the early universe. It is not clear how the formalism would be extended
17
(26)
!----------
to the nucleon-pion form of the strong Interaction. At any rate, such
an extension is properly the subject of another report and will be treatedin 
a search for strong- Interaction experiments to test the equivalence
principle.
V. EFFECTS OF THE GRAVITATIONAL POTtNTIALS
ON THE SPINOR AND BOSON FIELDS
The exact behavior of the spinozi and vectors depends on the
choice of interaction, i.e. , on what fields tire present. When the partic-
ular fields and the modes they are in ara srocifled, determination of the
effoots of T, H, e, and to Is greatly facilitated by reference to the pub-
lished calculations in References 24 through 28 and 34. It is a matter of
inserting the coefficients properly In the initial equation and then care-
fully keeping track of them through to the solution,
Evaluating these effects for equations (18) through (27), we have:
For the spinors
V -'. 'V -P	 (28)om./2-
^^. T
for the gauge bosons
z P -> zM
 • ^4 , Z
O
 / L;	 (29a)
Wu
 
'* Wai • I] , WO /L	 (29b)
and
Au  -)- A III ' ji , A 0 1 E:,	
(29(.,)
for the sphior propagators
[S y (x	 X I )	 < 0	 qj(x t ) vx) 1  0 >1
S 
F 
(X	 X , )	 S (X	 X I )	 (30)
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for the boson propagators
a 1
 (X - x')	 0 x it (X I ) X W 0
ZF (x - x')	 YX x')
	
(31a)
W1,
 
(X - x 1 )	 W 
V (x	 x')
	
(31b)
A F (x - x') + A 1: (X 	x1)
	
(31c)
These are evaluated nsing the usual tochniques [32, 40, 441, It is sim-
ply a matter of counting the T141i coefficients as factors in the equations.
The coupling inserted at each vertex of a graph becomes
9 1)" 9 
ll 
1/4	
(32)
The density of the final states becomes
do	 dn	 11 1/2
ZIE	 ai^ 	 T	 (33)(Tt, )
VI. EFFECTS OF THE GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIALS ON WEAR
PROCESSES; WEAK INTERACTION TEST$ OF THE
EQUIVALBINCE PRINCIPLE
The effects on sclactod experiments to test the eqWvalence princi-
ple for the weak interactions can, at last, be computed. Generally these
are not suitable since gravitation is extremely weak and the intrinsic sig-
nal in a weak-Interaction experiment is already usually very weak. The
combination of the two factors does not encourage optimism. There are,
however, threes situations which are of interest, They involve measuring
19
v`n
W_
e"Wr
weak interaction processes indirectly through, electromagnetic radiation
or the strong interaction,
The first of these is X-capture (45) by the FeS i nucleus with
omission of can X-raay. The half-life is shoat (2. D yr) [461 , so there is
a copious number of X-rays from a sample. Their average energy is
approximately 6koV, therefore, they can be very efficiently counted with
proportional counters or as tin average current from a photodlode. In
fact, the count rate for a typical source is 10 8 /s, currently just beyond
the capability of modern counters. The average photodiode current
method is therefore the immediately feasible method. Tho problems of
that experiment per se will be left to a later paper. The graph for the
process is even in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Graph in Figure 9 for R-capture mediated either
by W" emission by electron and absorption by proton or
W + emission by proton and absorption by electron.
It is given just to show
propagators belong in
the additions
The second case involves ordinary ^ ;iecay in a measurement sug-
gested by Parker [471. It involves radiative series which contain ^-
and (v- decay branches. One measures the ^ rate by counting the %I
particles in two channels and compraring. Such a branching is illustrated,
in Figure 11. The a particles can be counted efficiently. Here one
increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) by increasing the number of
samples and counters so that S IN + U/c 2 ; the Newtonian potential. The
graph for the process is given in Figure 8.
where free fields and
the amplitude without
of Figure 9.
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m-
X hM
Figure 11. Illustration of typical ^j - (Ox - 0 decay 4n + in
radioactive series with primary parent nucleus X of
atomic number n with m protons decaying finolly
to a stable element W of atomic number n - 4
with m - I protons via nuclei Z and Y,
The last ease Involves parity nonconserving transitions in heavy
atoms mediated by % 1A
 
boson exchange [48). The graph is the same as
Figure 2 with the y propagator replaced by the Z 
11 
propagator, The
process occurs for much the same reason as electron capture: In a
large atom (high A) the electron wave function has a largo value inside
the nuplous so that it is close enough to the nucleons to Interact via
neutral Z 
11 
boson exchange. The parity nonconserving transitions show
in a circular dicluoisai in selected atomic vapors, notably in thallium and
bismuth [481.
The decay constant X in beta decay Is given by Vermi l s golden
rule,
if 1 2 dn	 (34)
and the excited nuclei then depopulate the excited initial state 
I 
into a
number of final states r according to the well-known exponential formula
N = 
Ni ;SXt,	 (35)
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Ivor beta decay and K"capture the amplitude Hif for high and low ener-gies ie proportional to 
"if = g" f d 3V ti yu p Wp v (x - x') v yV e. (36)
Insertinh the T, H, e, u factors from equations (28) through (32) and
a factor H " 3 for the integration of the interaction volume V, we find
4
Hif -^ Hif 9 4 
)(4
	 (37)
Inserting this into equation (34) w,th equation (33) , we find
'1	
Ii 1/2 T1/2:
e11 1,5 	
(38)
and thus the decay formula [equation (35) ] becomes
5	 1/2
N = Ni exp 	 1 1-1 5)
 T	 T1/2 Xt	 (39)
E T
Note that we have neglected "weak magnetism" here. It will be treated
in a later report, will h the exception of a few remarks which follow.
When we impose the metric meshing condition e = 1 1 = (H /T) 1 /2 , we find
X r	 `1,' 1 /2 .	 (40)
If we compare ^ at two different altitudes, we find
Al = A l
 - ^ = ^ (T1/2 	 T 1 /2 )	 (41)
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x
or, on using equation (6aa),
A N	 (U 1 	U.) )	 A U.	 (42)
This is precisely the form Nordvecit fives for the metric theories [35].
In the parity , nonconsorving atomic transition exporiment wo use
the results of Nouffer and Goat mins [49). They use an effective Haatlil-
toilian matrix elcnietit
(iC^1
4+1 ( tl1, N I q1 2 :.: Y^l ` '1. * 1 5 42	 (tl3)
using the electronic wave :functions h atad 4a 2 . The cAriq ilm, aichroism
,^ (rotation of plane of linear polarization, or preferential absorption of
one circular polarimAlon more than another) is given by
r
aS	 [ 211,	 l ^ta C 1^ N ) a	 111^' 1 2
	
(44)
where M is the aila anode clipole transition probability between two staates(say, 7P 3 J2 .. 7P 1/2 in thallium)	 2 the elootron dipole transition between
the sauino states, and ,, , P N the parity- nonconserving transition probability
Between the same two states. The sun g of M1 and E2 transition aaiatrix
contributions is
< P ,1 / 2 ^  	 + e t' • xr "^• i e (^` • ^`) (]{	 ir) !
 P1/2    ''
'	 (45)
Where 11 :- (cli /2mc)	 S) au d 	 y cos 0 •a r situ 0, *r and ; tare the
radius vector and wave vector. Us ij, relativistic waive functions, the
effects of T, 11, c , and Xa can be inserted into equations (43) and (46)
directly from Will [25). Wo And
'1 *	 I
	
.i,1/2  • X11,
	 (4 6a)
.c ^y
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^?2 	
' T 1/2
;"2
Tk;
(46b)
And
Ei	 ,1,1/2	 (46c)
Inserting equations (46) into the circular dichroism formula of equation
(44) , we find, after some algebra,
4
	0
P
) [2M Im ^ ] M2+ Te T 1/2 2	 ,
 PN	 Hp 
	
2	 (47)
Now in the chosen transition e"2 >> M 2 , so we expand the denominator
and :find
6	 2M I m .' PN
	
^.4T 3/ 2	 4F2	
-1
	
1 +	 -1	 (48)
M2 +e 2	 p	 FIp2	 (M2	 2)
Since M 2 <<2, equation (48) can finally be rewritten
6= 60 r l 1- a4Z, 
T 
-112	 (49)
\ /
	
Hp
where 6 o is the value of 6 in flat space, If we apply the metric-meslung
condition, equation (49) reads
cS — 6
o 
[1 m T-1 /21.	 (50)
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Mint,
 equation (Ga) again, we firacl that in a metric theory of gTavity
the circular dichroism varies as
A6 4 %^ 1 - ^ 2 X- %% cs o ( [l1 ' U 2) -v tx5o AU.	 (51)
l quation (51) is an interesting result.
Because there tiro no data as yet tit hand to describe these 0.\'par-
iments, thero appears to be little point tit the moment in, expanding equa-
tion (38) or equation (49) in terms of the lower series in U listed ill
equations (G). It is it straightforwtird exercise if the reader wishes to
(10 so anyway. leather, we will turn our attention to the possibility of
doing, the experiments.
VII. `1 BE POSSIBILITY OV ACTUALLY DOING THESE WEAK
INTERACTION EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE I;;XPERIMLNTS
III the exporiments elroson in the proceding, soctioil, use was made
of the fact that weak interactions tyre ac_^c_^ompaniod by other;' interactions
that provide a strong signal. The beta docay signal is quite week, but
X-rays, 111plia particles, and 403 , nm photons give strong signals. Thore-
fore , we have cliosorr indirect rarcatrs to monitor weal: interactions. We
tire, of course, assuming that in the emission of electroma^pictic radiation
and of fill) lrca laarticle docays both the electromagnetic and strong inter-
actions obey the equivalonco principle and hence can be used to read the
weak interaction's obedience to the oquivalonce principle. Ill what follows
we give only a brief, preliminary and cursory discussion of possible
experiments, deferring detailed analysis to a facture report
The gravitational signals, We e , of the I'arth, Jupiter, and the
Sun are about 10 10 , 10 3, and 10 ^. Therefore, tiny axperiment can
only allow inaccuracies as small as those numbers if meaningful results
tare to be obtained. Thus, the success of these experiments depends oil
strength of signal, detectors resolution numbers of emitted particles, and
recovery rate of the detector betwean counts. Ve `i5 leas a half-life of
2.9 yr [46]. A sample would have an emission rate of 1.0 3 1s. Vic best
thtat can be done for counting X-rays with current off-the-shelf tech-
nolog;y is 10 13	 10 7 1s. Therefore, one would Have instead to measure the
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average current tit it pbotodioda until X ,
 ray proportional counter tech-
nology Improves (it should eventually). One noods then it pljotodio(jo
which can maintain a current with it stability and accuracy of 10' 9 for a
11)
solar experiment and 10 ' " for an 1%arth orbit or sounding molest oxperi
mont. This may be attainable in the near future,
In the case of alp hit- do oily in a 4 nuclootide series, one possible
chain starts with Thorium in Th 227 with it half -life of 1. 9 yr C901.  It
will tbomfore survive long enough after preparation for use in a satellite
or Shuttle-borne payload. It decays to Po216 , which loads to a series of
rapid alpha and beta decays. The scheme Is shown in Figure  1.2. The
energies of different alpha particles are listed in Table 1. They have
extremely narrow width, (46). Thus, their count rates provide a measure
of the Intervening beta decay rates 21 01'o   - 210 At and 212.B  - 212 Po.
The question of accuracy depends on the count rate and here at best is
'106 , But with a large number of counting experiments run simultaneously,
it can be brought to 10 -8. Thus, such an experiment could be done in a
solar satellite probe. Again, improvements in technology will probably
Increase the accuracy of suoh an experiment so it will bocomu feasible
for Barth orbit.
PO 216
Pb212	 At216
B11,12
T1208	 p0212
(X
Pb208
Figure 12, Double	 decay scheme for Po 216 through Bi 212
down to stable A. 0208.
  Lnorgies are listed in Table 1.
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TABLU 1,	 OF THE' ALPHA PARTICLE$ EMITTED
IN THE DECAY SCHEME- DESCRIBED IN FIGURE 12
Transition Energy (MeV)
Pot G - Pb 212 6.77
At 216 _ Di 212 7.79
Di 212 _ T1 208 6.05,	 6.09
Pot 2 _ Pb 208 8.78
For the circular dichroism experiment it would seem better to do
differential absorption spectroscopy experiments rather than the ones
that have beep. done to test for the existence of the effect. Modern
spectrophotometry, under ideal conditions can reach an accuracy of 10- 12.
Of courso, ideal Earth laboratory conditions are not quite like conditions
on a rocl,.ct payload, but we suggest that such accuracy may be attain-
able. The hope is that the two circularly polarized beams might be
separated and individually have their intensities measured by a photo-
multiplier. Then the intensity would be individually measured after each
beani has passed through tho thallium or bismuth (for example) cells.
These measurements would be made repeatedly, thus determining the
relative absorption in both right and left circularly polarized photons.
The difference in their absorptions will give the circular dichroism. It
should be possible to develop tL method of doing this experiment ultimately
at an accuracy of 10- 12 or better.
VIII. CONCLUSION: DISCUSSION AND OUTLINE OF FURTHER
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE WEAK AND STRONG
INTERACTIONS AND THE EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE,
One, of course, likes to see as many different experiments as
possible to test our theoretical ideas. We, therefore, see that other
aspects of the weak and electrowoak interactions should, or could, be
tested for equivalence principle violations.
One such aspect is the so-called "weak magnetism" in the Gamow-
Teller weak interactions [ 50] . Holstein has studied the experimental
consequences of these interactions in a thorough series of papers [511.
The main result is the appearance of a-a and R-y correlations in the
decays of nuclei in an isotropic triplet [52]. The triplet consists of a
central nucleus which emits either y or two a particles and a 0 - and 5+
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emitter on either side of it in the: periudic table. Two such passible
triplets are shown in figures 13 and 14. Such prooesses are being
studied experimentally for weak aaaaagnotism and second ,
 crass curront
effects [53)	 The possibility may exist that, if the equivalences pxjinciple
is violated in the weals intaaa actions, then the 1i-a and/or* P1°Y correlaation'ti
caught vary. The calculation is beyond the scope of this current worlc
but will lea investigated and reported in as future report. It would require
as cyclotron in the payload; but with current efforts to winiaturitre super
conducting magnets [541,  it may someday be possible. For stitch as test
to be worthwhile, the variations in the correlations should be a function
of T, l3, G, and is and should probably not exist if gravitation is
described by a metric theory.
U 8	 P. a— + v
Be8 	 Ne4 + a
8B	 e+ + u
Figure 13. Mirror ! decay system for Li b
 and 1-3 3 to 1308
followed by 13c -+ lied ,a„ .X for the isotopic
triplet IA , lie 8 , and 1:38,
1312
	
e— + u
C 12	 X12 + 7
N12	
ON 1 e
+ + P
Figure 14. Mirror , i t decay system for B 12 and N 12, to C12
followed by gamma emission for the isotopic
triplet 1313, e12, N12.
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Another direction the investigation might take would be from decay
rata clocks to E8tv6s experiments. One would calculate weak self-
energies of nucleons and wank binding energies of nuclei casing the ideas
expressed in this report to include Ti1 ,u effects in such calculations.
This would clarify the relationship between l'0tv0"s experiments and clock
experiments. It should set new limits oil and p and allow for another
aspect of weak interactions to be subjected to such tests. The potentials
T, Ii, e:, ja would be fully expanded as power serifs in U and then all
olectroweaak experiments compared.
One might also hope, as an aunusing exercise if nothing else, to
generate semiclassical equations of motion for weak-charged particles and
their response to the weak field. The ideal would be to generate tonsor
virital relations for weakly interacting particles. The "weal- magnetism"
binding energy could then be calculated and compared to the past-post-
Ooulontbian nuclear magnetostatic binding energy to see what additional
limits, if tiny, might be placed oil 	 and IA.
Following the ambitious programs outlined previously, the investi-
gation should be extendable to the strong interactions via the grand
unified SU(5) in the vector- gluon/quark model. There may bo some way
to adapt the fornttalism to the nuclear-pion exchange model to study
equivalence principle violations of the low- and medium-energy strong
interactions. Experiments that come to mind to be analyzed for feasibility
in the formalism re: (1) alpha decay , (2) neutron emission, (3) neutron
capture, and perhaps (4) fission. The point made earlier is reiterated:
At least tat the time of the big bang, when tall interactions had t11e same
strength and were, in fact, identical under a symmetry such as S U (5) ,
the formalis ►r► certainly was applicable to all interactions. As symmetries
are broken and interactions separate and have their couplings assume
different values, the potentials T 11 r ti in the LaagTangia n remain there in
their original form. So the extension appears quite natural. One
wonders about the equivalence principle in light of sonic tantalizing ideas
expressed by Weinberg (43] in his Nobel lecture concerning the origin
of gravitation as: The remnant of a very con plex multiplet boson field,
which survives from the big bang only as a coherent average of its
isotopic space components, in which this averaging process prevents
renormalization so the final interaction is not renormalizable. But back
in the big bang, when gravitation existed as the fully 1enormalizable
multiplet field that it is, till interactions were equivalent, Again, the
almost metaphysical statement is made: perhaps the principle of equival-
ence exists amid the chaotic spectrum of different interactions in the
present universe because all interactions were equivalent amid the chaotic
geometry (determined by a multiplet boson gravitation) in the early
universe.
At any rate, this seems to offer a first step toward another genera-
tion of equivailence-principle experiments for all interactions, and in as
many types of experiments as possible to conceive, estimate theoretically,
and then do.
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